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Covalence protects your expanding cloud environment against 
the latest vulnerabilities and threats with flexible, real-time 
threat detection and 24/7 monitoring and response. 

With complete visibility and user-level insight, Covalence identifies abnormal activity 
and stops unauthorized access and compromise from within your cloud-based email 
and application accounts. Pinpoint vulnerabilities from across your network to improve 
your security posture as you continue to grow. 

DETECT POTENTIAL COMPROMISE
Detect and triage security events in the cloud automatically and receive prioritized 
alerts with simple remediation instructions. 

MAXIMIZE ALERT FIDELITY
Correlate events from across your environment to streamline investigation and 
determine root cause.  

ISOLATE COMPROMISED ACCOUNTS 
Rapidly isolate compromised cloud accounts, stopping threat actors and  
active attacks. 

Protect the tools  
that matter most. 

Deploy flexible, comprehensive protection  
across cloud-based email and applications. 

Covalence  
Cloud Coverage

Key 
benefits:

Block threats and 
suspicious activity

Reduce your total  
cloud attack surface

Correlate events across 
the threat surface to 
maximize protections

Get peace of mind  
with 24/7 monitoring  
& threat hunting
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■	 Potential credential compromise: Failed logins, 
concurrent users, or access from unexpected locations, 
devices, and dormant accounts. 

■	 Data exfiltration: Abnormal patterns of data sharing, 
downloading, and deletion.

■	 Suspicious inbox rule creation: Creation of rules that may 
hide phishing campaigns.

■	 Changes to access controls: Identify modified access to 
data and storage. 

■	 Malware: Detect latent malware hiding within document 
storage or in phishing emails. 

■	 And much more.

DOMAIN MONITORING: 
Receive alerts when domains similar to yours are created, 
flagging potential typosquatting attacks.

SUSPICIOUS EMAIL  
ANALYSIS SERVICE (SEAS): 
Allows business users to submit phishing emails on-demand 
and correlate threats across your network, removing burden 
from admin teams.

EXPERT-LED SUPPORT: 
Receive help for anything from technical support to advice  
on cloud security. 

■	 Full inventory of active and dormant cloud accounts with  
login attempts.

■	 Prioritized list of most-targeted accounts. 

■	 Full visibility of attempted attacks with corresponding 
security events identified from across your environment.  

Gain superior visibility  
Forensic-level user insight gives you 
complete visibility into the threats  
facing your cloud environment.  

Stop abnormal behavior  
Track what’s normal—and stop what’s 
not—to prevent threat actors from 
accessing your sensitive data. Covalence 
detects and correlates irregular event 
activity to identify incidents and attacks 
early, including:  

Complete protection  
in one simple solution
Covalence secures your cloud, 
network, and endpoint layers to 
protect your business from the  
widest range of cyber threats  
and vulnerabilities. 

You also get continued support  
and guidance from the industry’s 
top cybersecurity experts.

Boost cybersecurity 
resiliency   
Empower your team with the tools 
needed to stay ahead of the latest 
attacker techniques with detailed 
monitoring and sophisticated analysis.   
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Email:
letschat@fieldeffect.com

 
Phone:
C A N A D A  +  U N I T E D  S T A T E S 
+ 1  ( 8 0 0 )  2 9 9 - 8 9 8 6

U N I T E D  K I N G D O M  
+ 4 4  ( 0 )  8 0 0  0 8 6  9 1 7 6

A U S T R A L I A 
+ 6 1  1 8 0 0  4 3 1 4 1 8

Contact our team today.About Field Effect
Field Effect believes that businesses of all sizes deserve 
powerful cybersecurity solutions to protect them.  

Our threat monitoring, detection, and response platform, along with our 
training and compliance products and services are the result of years of 
research and development by the brightest talents in the cybersecurity 
industry. Our solutions are purpose-built for SMBs and deliver sophisticated, 
easy-to-use and manage technology with actionable insights to keep you 
safe from cyber threats. 

The most sophisticated 
cyber threat monitoring on 
the planet, made simple. 

 

Covalence is an award-winning cybersecurity solution 
that provides transparent, holistic managed detection 
and response for your whole IT infrastructure in one 
platform, no matter where you are or where your 
endpoints are located. No add-ons, no modules, and no 
gaps in your security. Learn more about Covalence. 


